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business culture, inculcate business values in society at large and influence people's mentality towards entrepreneurship. (Ii) raise awareness about The charms of being an entrepreneur and the process of entrepreneurship, especially among young ³. (III) encourage new and more dynamic companies by motivating young people, ³ and technÃ ³ logos
to consider entrepreneurial sppúritu as a lucrative, preferred and viable career. (IV). Phase of entrepreneurship development, including pre-startup, nascent, as well as the first start-up and growth phase companies. â ... Answer: The differences between an auxiliary unit and a small unit are the question. The directors of the company decided to raise
the capital by issuing shares and receiving loans from financial institutions. The presentation ³ the case study is important because it legitimizes the body of research ³ opens the findings to a broader analysis that may end up drawing a conclusion ³ is more faithful to the data than what one or two researchers can establish. Ministry of Education³
Government. The ________ is the specific request for funding, ³tutor, collaborators and/or business partners that appears in a tone. Â Why do small-scale industries have a low bargaining power ³ the purchase of raw materials? Science is inexplicably linked to our lives and helps us better understand the world around us. He wants to venture into other
countries, but he couldn't. (A) SKILL (B) Employee (c) Entrepreneurship (d) Entrepreneurship response: C Question. Uswered.net Questions To continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human. 2. It is a type of variety that is and developed by farmers. This test document with questions and answers for Business Studies
Grade 11 will be very useful for former students and will help you to get good grades Class 11 Business Studies Worksheet for Small Business CLASS Ã¢ Â  XI SUBJECT Ã¢ Â Â  TOPIC OF BUSINESS STUDIES Ã¢ Â Â  Mcq Questions for Small Business for Course 11 MIPYME Business Studies and Business Question. Their bargaining power ³ relatively
low due to the small amount of purchases they make. One of the great textile actors has entered this artisanÃa space and started hunting down the  SirajÃ¢ employees at higher wages. When an entrepreneur's story  the Â  becomes part of the mythology of a corporation ³ its own ³, this is known as a/an _______. Explain the two banks established by
government support with the purpose ³ develop small-scale industries and rural development. Answer : The two banks are NABARD and SIDBI(i) National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) NABARD was established on 15 July 1982 to provide financing ³ rural areas to promote integrated rural development. Discuss the six
incentives provided by the central or state government to establish small scale units in backward or mountainous areas. This term may refer to both a short-term concern ³ a general anxiety that others are enjoying life more than we are. Proposed earnings statement ³ value for proposed earnings proposal 4. A trained entrepreneur can guide others on
how ³ start their own businesses. Sana and Vishal are friends who have been planning a start-up. Read on to learn all about case studies.Drilling down on a topicAt face value, a case study is a deep immersion ³ a topic. Students must also Free PDF of the working sheets of the Business Studies of class 11 prepared by the professors of the school
according to the last nncert, CBSE, KVS books and curriculum issued this academic year and solve important problems provided with solutions on a daily basis to obtain more scoring in school exits and tests Business Class 11 Business Studies Worksheet PDF Class 11 Business Studies students should consult the following printable resume in PDF for
small company in Standard 11. 5. What problem of small company stands out In this line? (a) Management skills (b) Work (c) Finance (d) Quality response: b Question. Discuss any of these six problems. Responsible: The problems of the small industries are: (i) Management skills small companies are generally promoted and operated by a single
person, which may not have technical skills and Management to direct the business. (ii) Work due to low remuneration, talented people are not attracted to working with small companies, companies cannot afford more high salaries to employees. This affects employees' will to work hard and produce more. What is defined as the thing that their
organization makes people pay or contribute? These are the problems that have been in the system for many years and make the development of small industries on scale. To be given in person, it must be ________. By getting involved with this subject, students learn to think, resolve ... What organization is responsible for the implementation and
monitoring of the various polytics and programs formulated by the Ministry of Micro, small and medium enterprises? ) NSIC (b) Sidbi (c) Nabard (d) It has been answer: D asks. A ________ is a license that grants exclusivity, as in exclusive manufacturing rights and sale of a specific product. They found a notification given by the District Center of
Industries located near the industrial polygon in the District of Balanagar Ranga Reddy in Andhra Pradesh with respect to a seminar on the assistance of the Government ™ . Excited with the The three friends decided to attend the seminar. Loving, Akbar and Anthony are three good friends who have completed a vocational entrepreneurship course. It
is a protection given to the appearance of the appearance or the striking characteristics. striking. Innovation and Entrepreneurship (Sine), Iit Mumbai (B) Technology Business Incubator Iit Delhi (VI) Accelerators These are organizations that offer a range of support services and financing opportunities for startups. What paper of small industries in
India stands out in the passage? (A) balanced regional growth (b) Low cost of production (c) Personalized production (d) All the above answers: D asks. The constant in each launch is that ________. The protection period of a drawing or model is vian for 10 years, which can be renewed by another 5 years after the expiration of this period, during which
a registered drawing or model can only be used after © s of obtaining a license from its owner and once the validity permit is over, the drawing or model is of public domain. II) Plant variety is essentially to group plants into categories based on its botanical characteristics. What does it mean with intellectual property rights? In addition, explain its
importance. Responsible: intellectual property rights are intellectuals arising from the human mind and legal right over these human intellectuals. A grated cupa leaf that establishes the value proposition of any startup and allows you to identify interested parties, and key entries and outputs is the _________. Provides stosms subsidized to young people
to establish your business if your family income is less than ¢ â 1,00,000. d) Prime Minister Rozgar Yojana Answer: D Asks. This leads to the disease and at the close of the company. v) Technology The use of obsolete technology is often considered as a serious problem of these companies. When a case study is carried out, a research body based on
research and related data from the of a group, individual, or controlled research ³.As a researcher, you can benefit from the analysis of case studies similar to the investigations you are  currently studying. More complex data that indicates why and how people use ³ or may use a or innovation is known as ________. The terms and conditions may vary.
Some states do not charge rent in the first years, while others allow payment in installments. (ii) Energy power is supplied to a 50 percent concession rate, while some states exempt these payment units in the initial years. (Iii) Water water is supplied without profit, without base or with 50 percent or exemption of water charges by a 5 -year permit.
(iv) Sales tax in all territories of the Union, the industries are exempt from the sales tax, while some states extend the exemption for 5 years. (V) Octroi The majority of the states have abolished Octroi. (VI) The units of raw materials located in Érreas towards TRONS obtain a preferential treatment in matters of assignment of rare raw materials such
as cement, iron, steel, etc. (VII) A 10-15 percent financial subsidy is administered to build capital assets. In addition, some multinationals have emerged in the country giving difficult times to Vijay. What problem of small -scale industries stands out here? Answer: In the given text, "the global competition" stands out as the problem of the small -scale
industry. Small companies feel threatened by global entrepreneurs in the following ones (i) Contests of medium and large industries, as well as multinational companies. (Ii) are high quality, technological skills, financial crism welding, management and marketing capacities of large industries ((((iii) due to strict quality certification requirements such
as ISO 9,000, small As industries have limited access to developed Países (iii) help entrepreneurs to develop their own businesses. of India vide D.O No. 12-4/2021-IS.4 dated 04.01.2022 Immediate that January 12, 2022 will be celebrated as "National Youth Day" and "Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda". The presentation ³ be formal or casual,
depending on the case same.Draw conclusionsOnce the body of research is established³ it is  time to draw conclusions from the case study. It coordinates the functions of other institutions carrying out similar activities. Its objective is to establish actions to promote the development and growth of new companies. In addition, he explains his
characteristics.Answer: The rural industry is also known as the artisan industry or traditional industry. Ritvik is a graduate of Delhi University. Therefore, productivity per employee is relatively low and employee turnover is generally ³ high.(iii) Quality Many small business organizations do not meet the desired quality standards. Instead, they focus on
reducing cost and keeping prices down. It is not defined by capital investment criteria ³ as in the case of other small-scale industries. Students must download and practice these worksheets for free to get more grades in the alumni. CBSE Class 11 Business Studies Worksheet - Small Business Click to view or download pdf Ã¢¢ Â  Âº Click for more
study material from business studies Ã¢ Â  Âº Ministry of Education (MoE), Government of India has launched a platform to offer open mass online courses (MOOCs) which is popularly known as SWAYAM (Study Webs of Active Learning for Young Aspiring Minds) on July 9, 2017. It should be short to make a request for support includes six elements
and around ten slides are derived from a narrative corporate 8. three bases. I decided to start right after graduation³ He writes a brief note on the Organization ³ for the Development of Small Industries (ii) CorporaciÃ ³ Nacional de PequeÃ±as IndustriasAnswer : i) Organization ³ for the Development of Small Industries (SIDO) This organization ³ also
called the office of the commissioner for development, SSI. He's received a lot with government policies. Explain in detail the following three problems of small-scale industries in country(i) Finance (ii) Marketing ³ n(iii) Raw MaterialsAnswer: (i) Finance One of the serious challenges SSIS is the lack of availability of adequate finances to conduct its
operations. Identify the correct terms used in this text to set smart goals. Scientific and technological developments ³ contribute to progress and help improve our living standards. 7. The causes of the disease are both internal and external. (a) Internal problems include lack of skilled and skilled labor skills, managerial and marketing. (b) External
problems include delayed payment, shortage of working capital, inadequate payment and lack of demand for their products. Write a brief note about (i) DesignÃ±o (ii) Plant Variety (III) DesignAuthower Semiconductor Integrated Circuits: (i) Design A 'design' includes the shape, pattern³ and arrangement ³ lines or color ³ that applies to any article. Â
In what category does Siraj's company divide? The launches have different ³, depending on the target audience. Its design is to perform a function ³ a single ³. The ³ student entrepreneurship organization featured in this chapter is _______. What institution ³ at the top of the hierarchy in the administrative configuration ³ the promotion and ³
development of small-scale, agricultural and rural industries? Ask. It is used to protect the brand, design and technology. The importance of intellectual property rights is as follows (i) The exclusive right to use IP is the greatest motivation ³ the creation ³ intellectual property. (Ii) Customers get improved goods and services due To RPIs. (iii)
Entrepreneurs can get more income due to DPR. (IV) It is a cost-saving mechanism for society through the effective ³ of resources. (v) In India, the UniÃ ³ cabinet on May 13, 2016 approved the National The National PolÃtica intellectual property right Promote entrepreneurs. Datesheet for CBSE Board Exams Class 10 (Show down for class class
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managed business to such an extent"? (A) Quality (B) Capacity ³ (c) Management skills (d) Financial response: C Mayank, after completing his master's degree in administration³ decided to start his own company under the name Mayank Food Industries in his village in Himachal Pradesh and optÃ³ for laboratory intensive techniques to provide
employment to local people. TomÃ³ is supported by DIC, a non³ governmental institution to promote small-scale industries to gain knowledge about incentives and schemes launched by the government to open small-scale industries. It supplies all its output to tractor manufacturers. They rely on brokers to exploit them by paying low prices for their
goods and delaying their payments. (Iii) Raw materials if the required materials are not available, small businesses have to commit to quality or have to pay a high price to get good quality. materials. Mayank has entrepreneurship skills as shown in the previous case. e.g. Mumbai Angels, Hyderabad Angels leave adventures, etc. (iv) Venture capital.
These are professionally managed funds that invest in companies that have great potential in the future. 6. DEC means which of the following? (A) District Industrial Center (b) Industrial Development and Corporation³ (c) Department of Infrastructure and Capital Training³ (D) None of the above responses: a question. The category in which this
industry will be placed in the ACT MSMED is (a) Micro Enterprises (b) Small ³ Enterprises (c) Small Service Enterprises (d) Medium Enterprises Response: B Ask. This may be a question about why college students are prone to certain eating habits or what mental health problems afflict students of house fires. This festival shows the ... Explain the
features of the venture in detail. detail. Skill and other knowledge and competence requirements that can be acquired, learn and develop, both for formal educational and vocational training, as well as observation and work experience. (ii) Legal and determined activity The entrepreneurship object is a legal business. To finance your idea, an
professionally administered fund institutions provided the financing. They began a small industry in their village taking financial assistance with the help of the Khadi and Village Industries Commission. Today, they are successful toy manufacturers and in the near future. A "... It is an exclusive right granted by the Government that provides the
exclusive right to exclude all the other ones and prevent them from using or offering the sale. (A) Copyright (b) patent (c) Property Rights (D) Registered trademark Answer: B Question. "With all these products, they could produce extreme foods of extremely high quality and delicious". ) Registered trademarks (d) Response of commercial secrets: D
asks. In an economy with a well -developed financial system, you have to convince only financing institutions and with organized capital, you can enter into equipment supply contracts, materials, services, services, services PãºBlicos (such as water and electricity) and technology (V (v (v) Risk entrepreneurship implies risk since people who opt for a
career in entrepreneurship assume a higher risk that participates in a career in the employment or practical Professor, since there is no "safe" reward. All schools affiliated with CBSE can celebrate on January 12, 2022 as ... in an village industry by head that the artisan cannot exceed is ã ¢, 50,000. (A) Investment of working capital (b) Investment in
cash (c) fixed capital investment (d) both (a) and (c) answer: c question. NCERT now offers lines in line for The researcher then collects data, either through observation ³ or data research³ and begins connecting the points to find underlying behaviors or impacts of the sample group's behavior. sample. During the study period, the researcher revived
Actually with little or null capital investment. (iv) Low cost of production also enjoy the advantage of the low production cost. By helping small industries, the government points to (a) the prevention of the Migration (b) Poverty mitigation (c) Employment to artisans (d) All these response: D Ask. m/s ABS can be classified as a) Auxiliary industry b)
Minib Answer: A MCQS -based case: SIRAJ is an artisanal artist. But, what is a case study and why are ostiles? Financial State Thus, in some means of the PAIS. Financial State II for emerging companies, there will be a government inspection with respect to said compliance from the second year. It is incorrect (b) Financial State II is correct and
Financial State I is incorrect (c) Both states are correct (d) Both states are incorrect answer: D asks. This type of financing is often obtained in exchange for a participation in the capital of companies. The company's managers decided to capture capital through the issuance of shares as well as the taking of financial entities. This is because the
establishment and cost of operation are minimum. Instead, the researcher must provide evidence that supports the study body and the resulting conclusions. al al a necenetrep senoicavonni sal euq ecelbatse euq aserpme anu y laudividni odaelpme nu ertne odreuca nU .satcerroc nos senoicpo satse sadoT otelpmoc s¡Ãm otneimaznal nu recah arap
opmeit s¡Ãm ed duticilos anu a odatcenoc odaziromem everb .5 avitaroproc avitarran otis³Ãporp ed n³Ãicaralced n³Ãisiv ed n³Ãicaralced n³Ãisim ed n³Ãicaralced .rotcer Even if an individual makes substantial contributions. However, as the business grows, Siraj finds difficulties in managing all the work, since he has never managed the business to
such a degree. In the last times, the company has also faced the problem of organizing financing to finance the increase in the purchase of large tickets. 15. Exports are saying that unemployment is increasing because Ã ¢ â € Make in India ¢ â € â €, ã ¢ â € € start-up Indian properly due to the lack of business skills among young people. (i) Identify
the concept that can reduce the problem of unemployment in India. (ii) Indicate the need for this concept in India. Responsible: (i) Entrepreneurship development can reduce the problem of unemployment in India. (ii) For a development economy such as India, the need for entrepreneurship development arises due to the following reasons (a)
eliminates poverty and unemployment the problem bã Sico of India is poverty and unemployment, the development of entrepreneurship can help the unemployed young people opt for self -employment and entrepreneurship as a career. (b) Capital formation The various development banks such as IDBI, Ifci, Sidbi take initiatives to promote EMPR
endowment through a background. The development of business capacity encourages the establishment of new industries in the economy, which is a cause of capital formation. c) Improvement of the income per year the development of business capacity fosters new incipient companies, which is a great cause of increased percapita income from
India. d) Disable social tension The development of business capacity can help channel the talent and energy of the frustrated unemployed young people of India. This results in low productivity and a little economic production. vi) the rop rop azinagro eS )i(lanasetra airtsudni al ed sacitsÃretcarac sal naremune es n³Ãicaunitnoc A :setneiugis sal nos
euq sacitsÃretcarac satreic rop naziretcarac es selanasetra sairtsudni sal ,ograbme niS .soiraserpme sol arap omoc sacitÃlop ed n³Ãicalumrof al ed selbasnopser sol arap otnat n³Ãicapucoerp ed ovitom nu ne oditrevnoc ah es sairtsudni sa±Ãeuqep sal ne dademrefne al ed With private resources. (ii) Normally uses family work and talent available
locally and is intensive at work. Simple products, usually in its own facilities. (Vi) produces goods using indigenous technology. For example, the hybrid versions of the potatoes. (Iii) Integrated circuit design designer design An integrated semiconductor design design means a transistor design and other circuit elements used and formed in a
semiconductor material, as an insulating material, or Within the semiconductor material. Numã © rich measurements that provide data on how people use a product or service results in ________. Little -scale industries play a fundamental role in the rural economy of a country. "Kamna" is SSI dedicated to the manufacture of manual looms. 3. For
example, Nexus Venture Partner, Kalaari Capital, Accel Partners. It was estimated that the food and drink plant that will be established will require a fixed capital investment of the 80 Lakhs. The working capital requirements are estimated to be ã ¢, 20 Lakhs. They focus on the sale instead of the profits of the companies. Indicate the 2 objectives for
which National Small Industries Corporation implemented a scheme of yield and credit qualification of units of small companies. SPECIFIC, MEASURED, APROVABLE, RELEVANT, UNITED IN TIME, COMMERCIALIZABLE, APROVABLE, RELEVANT, UNITED IN TIME, MEASURED, ACHIEVABLE, RELEVANT, SPECIFIC, TEACHING, MEASURED,
MEASURED, ATTRACT, ATTENDA. -Up and explain. Answer: The way to finance the new outstanding company is Venture Capital. The risk capital is professionally administered funds that invest in companies that have great potential in the future. They focus on the sale instead of the profits of the companies. Little -scale industries have some
inherent. EDP is not simply a training program³ ________ is like the origin story for a brand. For that very ³ site, they are an invaluable invaluable form Gather new materials and present ideas that others in the field can learn from and expand on. ... is the only point of contact for the entire startup ecosystem to enable knowledge sharing and access to
finance³ ) Initiate the response of the meeting ³ India: C Question. "What are Nabard's functions? Non-disclosure agreement ³ non-competitive clause 12. It is attached to the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises and is responsible for implementing and monitoring various policies and programs formulated by the Ministry. (II) National
Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) is a public sector Enterprise of the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises and has been providing marketing support to medium and small industries under the marketing assistance scheme. Close the gap where traditional sources of funds cannot actively participate in financing a new ³. Problem ³ PropÃ
³ narrative site Mission ³³ Vision Statement 2. It focuses on the individual who wants to start or expand a business³ The goal of entrepreneurship development is to increase the number of entrepreneurs and create a culture of entrepreneurship within society. "He obtained funding from an institution ³ provides finance to rural and small industries and
organizes training ³ development programs for rural entrepreneurs." What ³ institution stands out in this line? (A) NSIC (B) RSBDC (C) NABARD (d) Ministry of MSMES Response: C Question. An abbreviated release you memorize is called an elevator pitch. These types of companies can take advantage of the following government concessions (i) low
interest rate in pr³stamos (ii) Refund facility. Â How do small-scale industries promote ³ development of rural and backward areas? When someone supports both your products and your brand they start speaking on your behalf and on social media, it is known as A/An ________. Now, he has decided to establish n³Ãiger adac y n³Ãicacibu ed n³Ãiccirtser
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opportunities, provide ample opportunity for entrepreneurship. Ask. 8.9. However, they very little about business. They wondered what business to start, where ³ locate it, how ³ get machinery and materials needed for the business, how ³ raise money and how ³ market. Shares are the example of "domestic, long-term (b) external, long-term (c) internal
capital source, borrowed (d) external borrowed responses: an important Questions for NCERT Class 11 Business Studies MSME and Entrepreneurship Short Answer Questions: Ask. What is Sidbi? Yet entrepreneurs are so confident in their abilities that they can turn situations with higher risks into opportunities. "Do you agree?" The Central Institute
of Educational Technology (CIET), a constituent unit of the National Council for Educational Research and Training (NCERT³ is inviting entries for the 26th All India Children Educational Audio Video Festival (AICEAVF). The government has launched Startup India Scheme to promote startup culture in the country. In general, such financing ³ involved
in software, technology and bio-technology. What form of concessions are you entitled to? Answer: "Kamna" is a women's company. Reasons ©. Answer: Yes, I agree with the statement ³ that, apart from increasing employment opportunities and adding to GDP, small-scale industries contribute and help a country like India in numerous ways.
Researchers often rely on case studies to answer questions that basic ³ and ³ diagnosis cannot address. One of the main objectives of a case study is to find a ³ that responds to what the initial research ³ seek to find. It is an APEX institution ³ provides finance to rural and small industries and organizes training ³ development programs for rural
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,dadinutropO cheap because the cost of production ³ not low. Brand attorney Corporate Narrative Sponsor Corporate Drive Business Impulse 6. Ã  l Ã  l wave in his stride and set up a blended (offline + online) model of learning extra-curricular activities. What is meant by entrepreneurship development? Explain.Answer : Entrepreneurship
development refers to the process of enhancing entrepreneurial skills and knowledge through structured training and institution building programmes. Read and download free pdf of CBSE Class 11 Business Studies Small Business Worksheet. In addition to this, to thrive the business, the directors decided to take benefit of various policies and
programmes formulated by the ministry. With all these products, they were able to produce extremely high quality and delicious food recipes. This led to creation of intellectual property right for the firm. brand advocacy awareness FOMO, or fear of missing out ¢ÃÂÂJonesing¢ÃÂÂ happy ever anxiety 7. Since case studies are usually presented in the
professional environment, it¢ÃÂÂs not enough to simply have a theory and observational notes to back up a claim. ¢ÃÂ¦Â¢ÃÂ¦Â¢ÃÂ¦Â institution is setup as an Apex Bank to provide direct/indirect financial assistance under different schemes and also coordinates the functions of other institution in similar activities.(a) SIDBI (b) IDBI(c) NSIC
(d)NABARD Answer : A Question. Locally available resources are less expensive. This helps in conserving, improving and making available plant genetic resources. Long Answer Type Questions : Question. Students and teachers of Class 11 Business Studies can get free printable Worksheets for Class 11 Business Studies in PDF format prepared as per
the latest syllabus and examination pattern in your schools. 1. He has been doing the work for different firms for more than 10 years. Identify any six major industries that are grouped in the small-scale sector of India.Answer : Six major industries are(i) Food product(ii) Chemical and chemical products(iii) Leather and leather products(iv) Hosiery and
garments(v) Repair services(vi) Beverages, tobacco and tobacco products Question. gniog no no of the share capital of this unit is the joint property of Summitra and his daughter Kamayani. They plan to enter the export market also. (I) What problems faced love, Akbar and Anthony, when they decided to establish a small company? (Ii) What
institutions helped to love, Akbar and Anthony to establish their small scale to a scale? Industria? Answer: (i) Amar, Akbar and Anthony faced the following problems when they decided to establish a small company (a) problems related to the identification of a commercial idea. (B) Problems related to business location. (C) Problems related to the
acquisition of materials and machines required for the business. (D) Problems related to finance and marketing (II) The following institutions helped Amar, Akbar Andanthony to establish their small -scale industry industry (a) Districts Center (B) Khadi and Village Question of the Commission of industries. P.EJ. Nexus Venture Partner, Kalaari Capital,
Accel Partners. (V) Incubators Another professional services that facilitate the development of new businesses when providing resources, support and advice. They were informed about financial and other assistance offered by the central and state governments under the rural employment generation program to educated young people. Vijay directs
its small small to produce cotton items. He suggests six ways to raise more capital. Answer: The ways to raise capital are (i) the Bank Banking fund © Stamo is sanctioned. (ii) government programs that offer the beginning capital The most popular scheme is Pradhan Mantri micro units Development and refinancing agency Limited (mudra) that began
with an initial corpus of ã ¢ â € Šâ¹ 20,000 million rupees for otnoM otnoM .soicogen so±Ãeuqep noc latipac retemorpmoc atsug sel on latipac o ogseir ed latipac ed serosrevni sol euq sartneim ,ala us ojab anarpmet apate ne soicogen namot selegn¡Ã ed senoisrevni sal ed selegn¡Ã ed n³Ãicaicnanif aL )iii( . SEMYP hkal 01 ed rodederla a soicifeneb sol
â€œ¬ ... ... Answer: Some of the common incentives provided by the Government for industries in backward and mountainous areas are (any six) (i) Land that all states offer plots developed to establish industries. What is the Entrepreneurship Development Process (EDP)? Answer: EDP is a process to help an individual strengthen their
entrepreneurial motivation and acquire the skills and abilities needed to perform their entrepreneurial role effectively. It provides direct and indirect financial assistance to small business organisations under various schemes. Score: 0% Range: Correct answer: 1. They were contemplating the idea of setting up a small business using the skills they
had learned in their course. The International Labour Organization (ILO) has said in its latest report that India may witness a higher unemployment rate of 3.5% in 2018, slightly higher than the 3.4% previously projected. Raw materials come from nearby villages. Government at various levels is providing assistance to small businesses through
various means. Write a short note about Dec. This can be attributed largely to the creation of rural industries of small rural ones. (ii) Employment for cottage and rural artisans plays an important role in providing employment opportunities in rural areas, especially for traditional artisans and the weaker sections of society. (iii) Preventing the
development of migration from rural industries and villages can also prevent the migration of the rural population to urban areas in search of employment. (IV) Village poverty alleviation and small industries are significant as producers of consumer goods and absorbers of surplus labor, thus addressing the problems of supply, poverty and
unemployment. (v) The promotion of SSI and the n³Ãicaerc n³Ãicaerc y n³Ãicaerc y odareleca lairtsudni otneimicerc" ed solemeg sovitejbo sol razilaer arap otnemurtsni osoredop nu omoc aidnI al ed onreiboG le rop sadaredisnoc odis nah larur n³Ãicazilairtsudni al y alacse a±Ãeuqep a sairtsudni sal ed n³Ãicomorp al ed larur ?slliks ?slliks laireganam
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